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ABSTRACT 

We propose a new error correction method of post- 
processing For characler recognition which has good 
performance, even If rhe recognition accuracy is low. 

In conventional pstproressing, knowledge of gram- 
mar and vocabulary is  used. However. in the case of low 
recognition accuracy. that postprocessings can not F r -  
form good correction because there are many candidales 
for the character string. Our method not only makes use of 
the knowledge of grammar and vocabulary. but also the 
knowledge of contenf in the document. In this method 
first we automatically extract keywords using Zipf s law. 
Then we cartecl characters using those extracted 
keywords. 

We experimented on postprocessing for character 
recognition using keyword information. We show that this 
extraction of keywords works very well, and we show that 
the recognition accuracy rises. When the recognilion ac- 
curacy before postprocessing i s  greater than 90%, the 
restoration rate (the ratio of the number of corrected char- 
acter to that of wrong recognized character) is h ig r  than 
70%. 

ENTRODUCTION 

Optical Character Recognition is very useful during 
database input. The Japanese language has several thou- 
sand characters. and many of the characters have similar 
shapes. If the docurnenl image is noisy and unclear. then 
the accuracy of recognition processing For each character 
is  low. In conventional postprocessing, though the knowl- 
edge of grammar and vocabulary is used. in the case of 
low recognilion accuracy. such postprocessing can not 
perform good correction because there are so many can- 
didates for nhe correct sfring.. 

On the other hand, humans can easily read such noisy 
documents. When reading documents, humans make use 
not only of knowledge of grammar and vocabutaq. but 
also the contents. So. a human can choose the correct 
character string easily. Likewise. in our new method we 
use keyword information (that has auutomticalFy been ex- 
tracted from the document) as its content. 

n o w  OF POSTPRQCESS~G 
FOR CHARACTER RECOGNITION 

Using knowledge of language, postprocessing for 
character recognition corrects errors that occused in the 
character recognition unit. The outputs of Ihe character 
recognition unit have several character candidales. Post- 
processing de~rmines the besk combination of characters 
from !hose character candidates. 

We propose a new error correction method shown in  
Fig.1. T h e  character recognitinn unit recognizes each 
character pattern one by one. I r  outpurs N character can- 
didates (first reliahEe character candidate to Nth reliabte 
character candidate) and i& reliability evaluations which 
show an estimate of correctness for the candidales. In our 
postprocessing method, correct strings are selected from 
this set of character candidates using [he knowledge of 
grammar, vocabulary, and keywords which arc extracted 
from the dmurnent. In our method there are five parts as 
described below. 
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(1) Word extraction which determines probable words 
sets from character candidates by using a word dictionary. 
It outputs the setected word candidates. 
(2) BUNSETSU extraction which exmcts BUNSETSU 
from the word candidates by using a grammar dictionary. 
I t  outputs BUNSETSU candidates. (BUNSETSU is 
grammatical unit in Japanese.) 
(3) CalcutaHng BUNSETSU evatuation which evalu- 
ates BUNSETSLI candidates using a character" reliability 
evaluation, a word's length, a word's frequency. a word's 
part or speech, a length of BUNSETSU, and keyword 
i nformat [on. 
(4) BUNSETSU selection which selects the most reliable 
BUNSETSU based on BUNSETSU evaluation. 
(5) Keyword extraction autamaticdly extracts keywords 
from corrected character strings. 

In the following sections, we show why i r  is useful to 
use autmaticdly extracted keyword. 

POSTPROCESSmGUSING 
AUTOMATICALLY EXTRACTED 

KEYWORD INFORMATION 
In our proposed method. keywords (which serve as 

the document content) are automatically exzracted. and 
incorrectly recognized characters are identified by using 
extracted keywords. The method consists of following 
process steps, 
(1 3 Corrected chmczer swings are selected from character 
candidates using the current set of keyword information. 
(2) Additional keywords are extracted from these correa- 
ed character strings. 
(3) Using this enlarged set of keyword information, BUN- 
SETSU candidates are evaluated again and corrected 
strings are selected. 

ZIPF'S LAW 

The keyword extraction i s  based on Zipf" law. 
Zipf s law is the experimental law a b u t  a word frequency 
in an arbitrary document. ZipPs law consists of two laws. 
(1) Pint law: In the case of high frequency words, there 
is a frequency f and rank r that are related lo each orher 
according to the following expression. 

T h e  Frequency f and rank r are inverse1 y proponionat. I-? is 
constan1 that is fixed with the document. 
(2) Second law: In the case of low frequency words. their 
frequency is expressed as 

where I, is the number of the words whose frequency is x 
in the document. Second law shows that when a word has 
a low frequency, there are several words which have same 
frequency. Fig.2 demonsrrates Z ipf  s law. The sojid line 

in Fig.2 is a word's frequency in a dmurnent. The left area 
in the figure shows the First law. and the right area inside 
shows the Second law. 

Generally, words that are inside the bundary area 
(the circle area in Fig.2) lying between First law and Sec- 
ond law, are the keywords that we %elect to describe the 

contents of the document. The words having v e y  high 
frequency appear i n  all documents. and these are not 
keywords. Also the words having low Grequency are not 
keywords, The general frequency of words in all docu- 
ments is shown by the dotted line in  Fig.2. Since this 
general frequency doesn't include characteristic words 
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like keywords. [his line i s  monotony. 

EXTRACITON OF KEY WORD lNFORMATION 

me exaaction of keywords in postprocessing is  very 
different from genera1 keyword extraction. This is be- 
cause the extraction in postprocessing determines key- 
words from character candidates that are ambiguous and 
include errors. Our pmposed method is shown in Fig,>. 
First postprocessing without keyword using information 
is done. After that,  he comcted character strings and the 
BUNSETSU o l  those swings are evaluated. BUNSETSU 
evaluation Fj is calculated using the character's reliability 
evaluation. the word's lenglh. the ward's frequency. the 
word's part of spech included in BUNSETSU j, and the 
length of BUNSETSU j. Since the corrected character 
strings still contain some errors, we evaluate the correct- 
ness of words using BUNSETU. As BUNSETSU evalua- 
tion Ej is higher, BUNSETSU j i s  more reliable to exmct 
keywords. Using Zipf s law, the difference between the 
word's frequency in this document and the word's fre- 
quency in general is used to select the keywords. 

K*, = C m a n ( ( a 5  - F, ) ,o )  (3\ 
IRUYSETSI: J ~ t i ~ l u d t n ~  word w) 

Based on these considerations, the keyword evalua- 
tion K ,  is calculated as fotlows. 
where 'a' is constant and 'F,* is the genera1 frequency of 
word 'w'. 

The keyword evaluation K, is determined by the dif- 
ference between the word's frequency (that is weighted 
with BUNSETSUevaluation F,) and i t 's  g e d  frequen- 
cy F w .  
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WSTPROCESSING USING 
KEY WORD INFORMATION 

Using the aurornatically extracted keyword informa- 
tion. BUNSETSW evaluation is re-calculated. The key- 
words reflect the document's content. Therefore, the 
keyword evaluation should tK integmted into the word 
frequency evaluation. So the evaluation of word ficquen- 
cy Efi is the sum of general hequency F ,  and the keyword 
cvatuation K,. If the word's frequency i s  larger, the dif- 
ferencc of frequency is less imponant. This relationship i s  
reaIi;?ed hy the square root function. The evaluation Ejh 
for BUNSETSU j is shown. 

C J- 
~ivorrl  rrb ~ r l r l t l r l t v l  t l I 'KSF?'SI1 j1 

= 
(1 JIP I I I I K I ~ I C S  WF word ill thr RIJ'KSETSI') (4 )  

where b i s  constanr and i t  is the parameter that shows how 
much you should consider the keyword evaluation K, 
versus rhe general frequencey of the word 'w'. Equalion 
(4) shows that as the keyword evaluation K ,  and as the 
general frequency of word E ,  'becomes larger. the cor- 
rectness of BUNSETSU is higher. The postprocessing i s  
executed again using this BUNSETSU evaluation rather 
than the previous evaluation. 

Moseovcr, i f  the candidate character set does not in- 
dude the correct charac~er, inferred charactem using the 
keyword information are added to the candidate sea of 
characters. The inference rule that we use !a add these 
characters is as follows. 
(1)Search the characrer strings which partially coincide 
with the keywords, 
(2)If no candidate characters coincide with the keywords. 
then add characters of keywords with the lowesl reliability 
evalua~ion to !he candidate set. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

T h i s  section discusses the experimental results OF our 
proposed postprocesang for character recognition. The 
input data to the postprocessing consists of the characters 
tha! OCR(OCR is a program that runs on Panasonic per- 
sonal computers). OCR outputs 10 candidate characters 
per input character. The postprocessing for character rec- 
ognition i s  executed on SparcStation 2 (28.5MIPS.4.2M- 
FLOPSjworkstation. The word dictionary contains about 
4O.W words. including the discription of a word string(its 
part of speech and Frequency). Recognixd documents in- 
clude 20 printed data sheets(about 13,000 characrers) of 

scientific and general publications. The recognition accu- 
racy without postprocessing is 77.5% - 97.5% (avera~e 
89. IS). 

EFFECT OF USING KEYWORD INFORMATION 

TabIe 1 shows an example of extracted keywords. 
Table I shows keywords form a document on "meuro con- 
trol air conditioner'" n c y  are listed in order of the key- 
word evaluation K,. In this table keywords which have 
large evaluation value K ,  represent the document content. 
Equation(3) causes the keyword evaluation K ,  of "that" 
and "way" to he 0 since the general frequency F, of rkqe  

words is high. 
Table I Example of keyword 

Next, Fig4 shows several examples of correction us- 

ing our keyword information, In this example the first 
postptocesaing (I-pass recognition) withoub keyword in- 
formadon was unable 10 correct the strings. However. 
keywords ("charactei'. "ncum'; "learning". "recopition" 
and "language") wen: exlracted from another part of the 
document. The second postprocessing (2-pass recogni- 
tion) which used the keyword informalion corrected [he 
character strings. It could correct "?%(no meaning)" -, 
'"g(leaming)", "*~(Eifera~ure)" -"*?(character)". 
and "m?iiE(no meaninp)~~%(language)"' -- "8 ZZ~ahove) 

%*K-? ,, n r l  by using Equarion (4) and by adding the character 
strings from keywords when there were no correct char- 
acters in the candidate set. 

In Fig.4 !he space between characters shows the 
boundary of BUNSETSU. Even i f  there are plausible hut 
wrong BUNSETSU, the postprocessing using keyword 
information can stilt correct such strings. 
1-pass rmognillon 
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Fig.4 Postprocessing using keyword informalion 

Table 2 shows the  performance results of our 



Table 2 Recognition rate after postprocessing 

postprocessing. The restoration rate is the evaluation of 
postprocessing as defined below. 

(2-pas mogniticn rate - fim d d a n  mopitim san ) 
nmmtim ratc = - ~~ rmptltiar rare - fim afdiLh mmgmtial me) 

where "2-pass recognition rate" is the one after the post- 
processing using keyword information. "First candidate 
recognition rate" i s  the one before postprocessing. "Can- 
didates recognition rate" is  the ratio that !he canditates 
include the correct character. Table 2 and Fig.5 show the 
relation between the first candidate recognition rate and 
nhe Zpass recagnition rate lor 20 documents. Fig.5 and 
Table 2 show that !he restoration rate is higw than 70% 
when the first recognition rate before postprocessing i s  
higher than 90%. 

Fw'unhmore, try adding character strings of the key- 
words to a candida~e set, we confm !hat the recognition 
rare increases a b u t  1% for documents with low first can- 
didate recognition rates(iRO%). and that the recognition 
rate does not decrease for the document with high first 
canditate recognition rates(>90%). nhis additional meth- 
od contributes positively to recognition, especially when a 
document is noisy and unclear. 

We conclude the following pointsconserning this me- 
td of adding character strings. 
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( t ) Even when the first recognition rate before postpro- 
cessing is low. the result of the postprocessing is net 
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degraded. 
(2) Even when [he first recognition rate before postpro- 
cessing is  high, the addition of character candidates d m  
not harm the perfomance. 

To say briefly. the postprocessing extracts key- 
words successfully, and the pmtpmessing using keyword 
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information raises the recogniaion accuracy. 

CONCLUSION 

restoration 

rate 

We propose a new postprocessing method using au- 
tomatically extmcted keyword information, and show our 
experimental results of this method. 

Keywords are selected which represent the i n f m -  
Zion about a document's content. We propose m extrac- 
tion method for keywords from character candidates that 
include emon. By our experimental results of postpro- 
cessing using keywwd information, we showed that use 
of  keyword information raises the recognition accuracy. 
These keywords are Jso useful for seaching a document 
quickly. To raise recognition accuracy more, we need to 
study how to extrrtct a higher level of meaning from a 
document and a postprocessing method that uses this 
knowledge. 
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